Over 130 Professionals Attend the ACC/FAA Airports GIS Workshop and the ACI-NA/ACC/FAA Planning Redefined Course and NEPA Workshop

More than 130 representatives from airports, the Federal Aviation Administration and consulting firms attended informative training courses in Long Beach, Calif. the week of October 17th. The ACC/FAA Airports GIS Workshop included 40 participants who learned about the new FAA GIS Advisory Circulars and their application to airport planning and development projects. The ACI-NA/ACC/FAA Planning Redefined Course and the NEPA Workshop attracted over 90 participants, who learned the latest trends in airport planning and environmental reviews. Both programs focused on strategies to integrate airport planning and environmental reviews to enhance efficiencies and reduce project delays.

ACC Participates in ACRP Sustainability Project Panel

The panel for ACRP Project 2-28 Sustainability for Airports: Best Practices, Success Metrics, and Beyond, met October 12 and 13 to refine and finalize the project statement approved by the ACRP Oversight Committee (AOC) last July. ACC President Paula Hochstetler participated in the meetings as an industry liaison. The Request for Proposals for the project was disseminated to members of the ACC Sustainability and Environmental Committees, and the deadline for submittals is December 16, 2010.

ACC and SITA Hold Initial Lunch + Learn Webinar

Over 50 sites signed on for the first ACC Lunch + Learn webinar, sponsored by SITA. The webinar, “Emerging Technologies at Airports” discussed new trends in passenger processing technologies and their impacts at airports. These hour-long, free programs are designed to educate industry on the latest trends and issues facing the airport development community. Stay tuned for more free web opportunities from ACC in the near future.